The term solution space is widely used in the engineering community; yet there is little known about their evolution. Theoretical research in the field of systems science indicates that requirements can only reduce the solution space. Yet, some authors state that on the contrary requirements can be used to expand to or open new solution spaces. Furthermore, some practitioners defend that the requirement to use a previously nonexistent technology would actually increase the solution space or move it to a new area, while others state that more requirements make life more difficult. Who is right then? The present paper provides initial answers to this question using systems theory. In order to achieve this, the present paper differentiates between various types of solutions spaces, which depend on the systems they include. Finally, the paper provides practical examples to showcase the results of the theoretical findings within real contexts.
Introduction
Exploring the solution space to find an adequate solution to a problem is the main objective of engineering. But what is exactly the solution space? Does it include acceptable solutions? Does it include not acceptable solutions? A significant amount of research has addressed how to explore the solution space to find adequate or better solutions. Yet, literature informs in fact that a formal definition for solution space in the field of systems science is lacking.
This may be a root cause for contradictory results in research and practice of systems engineering. While some authors defended that adding requirements or constraints is useful for expanding or opening new solution spaces [1, 2] , we mathematically proved in a previous publication that in fact requirements can only reduce the size of the solution space [3] . The question came from some colleagues, who asked: What if you add a requirement to use a technology that did not exist at the time of writing the initial set of requirements? The main interest of this question lays in the notion of investigating the evolution of solution spaces in different times, which has not been investigated in current literature. This paper provides some initial theoretical elaborations that provide some answers to such a question. In addition, practical examples are provided in order to showcase how the theoretical findings can be reflected in real life applications.
Literature review
Systems engineering is, or at least should be, constructed on the pillars of general systems theory [4] , which is defined as the "formal correspondence of general principles, irrespective of the kinds of relations or forces between the components, [which is] concerned with the principles which apply to systems in general" [5] . Under this framework, several researchers have contributed to build up a body of knowledge around the theoretical aspects of systems engineering [6] [7] [8] [9] . On its vast majority, such research addresses the formal description of system behavior, from the interaction of their elementary parts to their behavior as part of a given environment. In the field of requirements, for example, existing research comprehensively addresses formal definitions of requirements and their flow-down and allocation to different levels of the system decomposition [6, 10] .
In order to fill the void in the problem space, i.e., how stakeholder needs and system requirements relate to each other and how these affect the solution space, we proposed theoretical foundations in previous research that related stakeholder needs, system requirements and solution spaces [3] . Requirements, which can be expressed in the form of text, diagrams, or algorithms, can be understood as models that represent what the system is expected to achieve [11] . Therefore, they define the problem boundaries within which a solution that satisfies stakeholder needs is sought [12] . In addition, requirements enable partitioning of the problem into manageable problems that can be worked in parallel, while maintaining overall system integrity; they enable the assurance that each component fulfills its expected obligations, i.e. verification; and they "provide the means to validate" that the system is what stakeholders initially wanted [12] .
Traditionally, the system or problem boundary is defined by the result of two major activities [12] . First, the actual requirements a system has to fulfill are elicited from a set of stakeholder needs that have to be satisfied. If correctly elicited, fulfillment of requirements ensures satisfaction of stakeholder needs. Success in fulfilling requirements and in finding affordable systems within the defined boundaries is negatively associated to the size of the defined solution space [13] . Thus it is sensible that some authors consider requirements "the cornerstone of … systems engineering" [12] . As formally proven in [3] , it is in fact "not possible to have an acceptable system even with the best solution space if this is based on an incorrect problem space formulation" [14] .
In our research, we identified five different types of solutions spaces:
Valid space ( ): It contains all systems that are acceptable to the stakeholders. Therefore, it is always defined with respect to a given set of stakeholder needs (SNi).
Invalid space (
): it contains all systems that are not acceptable to the stakeholders. Therefore, it is always defined with respect to a given set of stakeholder needs (SNi).
Compliant space (
): it contains all systems that are compliant to a set of system requirements. Therefore, it is always defined with respect to a given set of system requirements (Ri).
Non-compliant space (
): it contains all systems that are not compliant to the stakeholders. Therefore, it is always defined with respect to a given set of system requirements (Ri). Design space ( ): it contains all systems that a group of engineers are able to explore given their knowledge and skill limitations.
In addition, Wymore defined DSYSTEMS as the set of all open and discrete systems, under which his theory was built up [6] . Because we also built our previous research around this set, the present paper considers DSYSTEM as the set of all feasible systems under the current laws of physics as well.
As a result of investigating the relationships between stakeholder needs, system requirements, and the types of solution spaces presented above, the following key theorems were found:
The amount of system requirements and the size of the solution space are negatively associated and the function that relates them is monotonic. The amount of conflicting requirements and the size of the solution space are negatively associated and the function that relates them is monotonic. The size of the solution space and the difficulty to find compliant solutions are negatively associated and the function that relates them is monotonic. The size of the solution space and the difficulty to find affordable solutions are negatively associated and the function that relates them is monotonic.
The result of linking these four theorems is categorical: the more requirements that need to fulfilled, the more difficult is to achieve system affordability. A key aspect is that this finding does not only result from the increased requirements management effort, but from an actual reduction in the amount of systems that would possess such attribute.
Adding the time variable to the previous work
The notion of time in mathematics forms a dedicated research field [15] . It is not the intention of this paper to provide an extensive literature research on the topic. Rather, a definition of time that enables the theoretical elaborations that will be presented will be chosen.
A key problem in theory of time is defining how time actually changes. While some authors propose to choose that time is defined by changes of event of a particular system [15] , the concept of time granules for systems theory seems more suitable for the present research [16] . In essence, the concept of a time granule is a time object where things happen, instead of simple time point [16] . Examples of time objects include for example morning, afternoon, etc.
In order to ease readability of this paper, a formal definition of time and its incorporation into the theoretical elements presented in [3] is not provided. Instead, the present paper is limited to assume two granules of time where solution spaces will be investigated: T0: Time from initial elicitation of stakeholder needs and derivation into system requirements until a new technology emerges. T1: Time from emerging technology until next technological event.
Research method
Solution spaces may evolve for different reasons, which include among others emerging technologies, obsolescence, or emergence of new stakeholder needs (such as interface to new systems). This paper explores theoretically the effect that emerging technologies may have on solution spaces. Specifically, the effect of emerging technologies that can support satisfaction of a given set of stakeholder needs is considered. The study explores four cases that represent different reactions to the technology emergence, as described in Table 1 . They reflect meaningful scenarios in real life applications.
The study of each case is split into two parts. First, a theoretical elaboration using underlying mathematical discussions is provided. This provides the scientific explanation of how solution spaces evolve. Second, practical examples are provided to showcase the effects of such evolutions in real life applications.
Finally, if not otherwise specified, the notation, definitions, and theorems in [3] are used throughout this paper. 
A theoretical discussion on how solution spaces evolve

General
The emergence of a technology enables the creation of systems that were previously infeasible. Therefore, it can be inferred that DSYSTEMS will increase after a technology creation. This is mathematically represented as follows:
For readability in the paper, the set of systems that are enable by such a technology creation is uniquely identified as follows:
It should be noted that the notation of time is important because it reflects to which DSYSTEMS the given spaces refer to.
In addition, at T0 the set of stakeholder needs SNi and the set of requirements Ri are considered applicable, where . Furthermore, Ri only contains necessary requirements and is complete. In addition, because SNi and Ri are not modified, all solutions within the compliant space are valid and the set is of maximum size.
Case 1: New technology -
Practical example
At T0 the set of stakeholder needs and derived system requirements in Table 2 are considered. The sizes of the valid and compliant spaces are given by a compliance assessment, as given in Table 3 . At T1 the technologies yellow LED and green LED emerge. Needs have not changed and new requirements are not added. Yet, both technologies can be used to develop systems that could satisfy the needs defined in SNi. Resulting valid and compliant spaces are given in Table 4 . As can be seen, both results are in line with the theoretical findings of the previous section, i.e. the size of the compliant space increased and matched the valid space without adding a new requirement.
Case 2: New technology -No new needs -New requirements
Theoretical elaboration
Since there are no new needs and there are no new requirements, SNi is still applicable. The set of requirements changes though: . Because new needs are not added and the valid space is independent of the requirements, the same findings regarding the effects on the valid space as for Case 1 are applicable in this case too. This is not necessarily the same for the compliant space, as elaborated below.
Theorem 3: Adding a system requirement to a requirement set after a new technology has emerged, reduces the size of the compliant space.
Proof: Using Theorem 12 in [3] . And therefore, using Theorem 14 in [3] . QED. Consequently, adding a requirement actually reduces the compliant space. This is because, as described in Theorem 2, it is the technology creation the element that increases it in the first place. Then, the compliant space is again reduced. The notion of time is important for this discussion. The effect is so because spaces are compared at the same time. It is not fair (and not meaningful in practical terms) to compare the resulting compliance space with the requirement after the technology creation against the compliant space without the requirement before the technology creation.
Practical example
At T0 the set of stakeholder needs and derived system requirements in Table 2 are considered, with the sizes of the valid and compliant spaces as given in Table 3 .
At T1 the technologies yellow LED and green LED emerge, with the same applicability assumptions as in Case 1. Needs have not changed, but a new requirement (r3) has been added to the requirement set: "Use LED technology". Table 5 presents the resulting compliance assessment and sizes of the valid and compliant spaces. As can be seen, both results are in line with the theoretical findings of the previous section, i.e. the size of the compliant size is over constrained with respect to the amount of solutions that are actually acceptable to the stakeholders, as given by the size of the valid space.
Case 3: New technology -New needs -No new requirements
Theoretical elaboration
In this case, the set of stakeholder requirements changes as . The set of requirements remains unchanged though. Therefore, And therefore, Consequently, adding a new stakeholder reduces the size of the valid space. This is because, as described in Theorem 2, it is the technology creation the element that increases it in the first place. Then, the valid space is again reduced. The notion of time is important for this discussion. The effect is so because spaces are compared at the same time. It is not fair (and not meaningful in practical terms) to compare the resulting valid space with the additional need after the technology creation against the valid space without the additional need before the technology creation.
Theorem 4: If an emerging technology results in the creation of new stakeholder needs and they are not transformed into system requirements, then compliant solutions may exist within the invalid space.
Proof: Because the set of requirements Ri is complete and only contains necessary requirements with respect to the set of stakeholder needs SNi, then And therefore, QED. This theoretical result supports the importance of updating requirements as new stakeholder needs emerge in order to guarantee that chosen solutions will actually satisfy the stakeholders.
Practical example
At T1 a technology that adapts the color temperature of the light according to the feelings of a reader emerges, with the same applicability assumptions as in Case 1. In this case, such a feature becomes so interesting that it becomes a new stakeholder need (n3). Yet, a new requirement to reflect such a new need is not elicited. Table 6 presents the resulting compliance assessment and sizes of the valid and compliant spaces. As can be seen, both results are in line with the theoretical findings of the previous section. In this example, the size of the valid space decreased, although it could have increased if more system options would have been considered. However, the key message is that the variation implies adding new systems and discarding old ones.
In addition, in this particular example, the valid space is a proper subset of the compliant, i.e. there are solutions considered acceptable that are in fact not valid for the stakeholders. The bottom line in practice is that the set of requirements needs to be updated as stakeholder needs change.
Case 4: New technology -New needs -New requirements
Theoretical elaboration
In this case, the set of stakeholder requirements SNj is still applicable. The set of requirements is adapted in order to reflect the added needs as . In this case, Rj is considered to a complete set of requirements that only contains necessary requirements.
Because valid spaces are independent of requirements, the same discussion regarding their evolution is applicable in this case.
Regarding compliance spaces though, because of the previous assumptions, in this case Therefore, adapting the system requirements to new needs ensures that all compliant solutions will satisfy stakeholder needs.
Practical example
At T1 a technology that adapts the color temperature of the light according to the feelings of a reader emerges, with the same applicability assumptions as in Case 1. In this case, such a feature becomes so interesting that it becomes a new stakeholder need (n3). As a consequence, a new requirement to reflect such a new need is elicited (r3) and the requirement associated to warm feeling is removed. Table 7 presents the resulting compliance assessment and sizes of the valid and compliant spaces. As can be seen, both results are in line with the theoretical findings of the previous section. Same discussion regarding valid space as in Case 3 is valid here. The key difference lays on the fact that requirements have been adapted. As can be seen, not only the sizes of the valid and compliant spaces are the same, but their content is identical, i.e. all compliant solutions are also valid. This supports the key message of the previous case, i.e. emerging stakeholder needs have to be reflected in updated requirement sets so that the compliant space and valid space evolve equivalently.
Conclusions and future research
This paper has presented various types of solution spaces, namely:
Valid space: it contains all systems that are acceptable to the stakeholders. Invalid space: it contains all systems that are not acceptable to the stakeholders. Compliant space: it contains all systems that are compliant to a set of system requirements. Non-compliant space: it contains all systems that are not compliant to the stakeholders. Design space: it contains all systems that a group of engineers are able to explore given their knowledge and skill limitations.
In addition, the paper has theoretically investigated how emerging technologies can affect the sizes and content of the different solution spaces. In particular, two key findings result from this investigation:
(1) If a new technology does not change the needs of the stakeholders, then adding a requirement to use such a technology will actually unnecessarily reduce the size of the compliant (solution) space; thus unnecessarily discarding solutions that are acceptable to the stakeholders. (2) If a new technology changes the needs of the stakeholders, then requirements need to be adapted in order to ensure that all compliant solutions are acceptable to the stakeholders as wells.
The theoretical findings have been supported by practical examples, which have showcased how solution spaces evolve under emerging technologies in real life applications.
Finally, we propose future research in these areas in order to continue gaining theoretical insights on the relations between systems engineering practices and their effect on finding good solutions, as well as to thrust systems engineering effectiveness by bridging theory and practice. In particular, we propose and plan to incorporate time in a rigorous manner into our previous work in the field of requirements theory.
